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ABSTRACT:
One of the basic stages of iris recognition pipeline is iris feature vector construction procedure. The procedure represents the extraction
of iris texture information relevant to its subsequent comparison. Thorough investigation of feature vectors obtained from iris showed
that not all the vector elements are equally relevant. There are two characteristics which determine the vector element utility: fragility
and discriminability. Conventional iris feature extraction methods consider the concept of fragility as the feature vector instability
without respect to the nature of such instability appearance. This work separates sources of the instability into natural and encodinginduced which helps deeply investigate each source of instability independently. According to the separation concept, a novel approach
of iris feature vector construction is proposed. The approach consists of two steps: iris feature extraction using Gabor filtering with
optimal parameters and quantization with separated preliminary optimized fragility thresholds. The proposed method has been tested
on two different datasets of iris images captured under changing environmental conditions. The testing results show that the proposed
method surpasses all the methods considered as a prior art by recognition accuracy on both datasets.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent years biometric technologies increasingly find their applications in many different areas. They are in widespread use
particularly in access control systems field. Biometric authentication is considered as a candidate to replace conventional schemes
that use keys, smart cards, personal identification numbers etc.
The growth of interest in biometric technologies is associated
mainly with security requirements strengthening of the system
and their usability. Iris recognition has several advantages over
other biometric technologies (Daugman, 2004, Chowhan et al.,
2008, Bhattacharya and Mali, 2013, Gankin et al., 2014). Iris
structure is persistent, well-expressed and highly informative biometric trait which is almost unchangeable throughout entire life.
All the mentioned features of iris ensure achievement of higher
recognition accuracy and reliability of iris-based biometric system. It makes iris recognition one of the most preferable technologies to be used in security systems and their applications.
One of the basic stages of iris recognition pipeline is the feature
vector construction procedure. Basically, the procedure should
have two important properties: saliency and suitability. Feature
vector should contain distinctive information about iris texture
and, at the same time, feature vector can be easily constructed,
stored in compact way, and be suitable for subsequent matching
(Jain et al., 2004).
Thorough investigation of feature vectors obtained from iris
showed that not all the vector elements are equally relevant
(Hollingsworth et al., 2009, Gneushev et al., 2015). There are
two characteristics which determine the element utility: fragility
and discriminability (Proença, 2015). The first one shows its reliability to natural and artificial variations of environment (illumination, sensor noise, etc.) as well as to processes occur within

iris (pupil dilation/contraction mainly). The second characteristic reflects correlations in value across whole population. Thus,
the feature selection procedure aims to pick the values which are
both stable and discriminative enough, allowing iris recognition
system work under various conditions while maintaining uniqueness property.
2. FEATURE VECTOR CONSTRUCTION
The procedure of iris feature vector construction is applied on
normalized iris image (Figure 1). In this particular work both iris
and pupil borders are considered as having circular shape. All the
images in datasets used for testing have been preliminary marked
by expert to extract information about iris/pupil centers and radii.
This information is used further to obtain image of the normalized iris. Iris regions occluded by different noise factors such as
eyelids, eyelashes, reflections and other, are commonly considered as information irrelevant for subsequent comparison and not
used for the feature extraction. The entire procedure could be divided into two parts: extraction of iris texture features and their
subsequent encoding as depicted in Figure 1.
A lots of the feature extraction methods, considering iris texture
patterns on different detail levels, have been proposed (Bowyer et
al., 2008). In this particular work the methods based on complex
Gabor filtering are taken as a basis. Gabor-based methods are
among the most accurate and robust and therefore used in many
successful commercial solutions (Daugman, 2004). The feature
encoding part is needed especially for raising of representation
stability and matching process speed up. One of the most common encoding approaches, among the researchers, is a quantization of feature vector values. Despite the quantization is capable
to remove irrelevant information it also could reduce one which
is useful, thereby destabilize feature vector value or even make it
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Figure 1. Feature vector construction procedure

fragile. But the method still has one important advantage leaving
it so popular in use: a comparison of the quantized values is a
bitwise operation which is fast itself.
All the state-of-art methods consider the concept of fragility as
the feature vector instability without respect to the nature of such
instability appearance. This work separates sources of the instability into natural and encoding-induced which helps deeply
investigate the appearance. The work is mainly focused on
encoding-induced fragility of the features obtained after complex
Gabor filters applying.
A novel approach of iris feature vector construction is presented
in this work. The approach consists of two steps: iris feature extraction using Gabor filtering with optimal parameters and quantization with separate preliminary optimized fragility thresholds.
2.1

Iris feature extraction

parameters of Gabor kernel were chosen for optimization: wavelength λ, standard deviation σ and spatial aspect ratio of the envelope γ respectively. Many experiments conducted by us and other
researchers showed that the most significant features of iris are
orthogonal to its radial direction, thus θ = 0 is set up. An equal
error rate (EER) value expressed in fractions is chosen as the objective function for optimization. The ERR denotes error rate corresponding to the threshold t for which false match rate (FMR)
is equal to false non-match rate (FNMR): FMR(t) = FNMR(t).
Choosing of EER as the objective function allows to estimate performance of a recognition system regardless to pre-defined similarity threshold. Nelder-Mead direct search method (Nelder and
Mead, 1965) is used for the optimization. The method proved itself well in optimization problem solving, in particular in case of
presence of plateau regions and saddle points, due to its ability to
of irregular simplex construction. Optimization and final testing
are performed on CASIA-IrisV3-Lamp (Tan, 2010) dataset modeling changes in illumination condition during iris image capturing. The whole dataset has been split for train and test sets as
0.6/0.4 for optimization and testing respectively.
In order to compare the performance, the testing is also performed for the octave frequency increase approach described
above. The same subsequent quantization scheme, described in
(Daugman, 1993), is used for both methods. Hamming distance
(HD) is chosen as a conventional similarity measure for two iris
feature vectors. The results are present in Table 1. The EER
and also d’ values are used for the evaluation. The d’ metric is
a mesure of general seperability between genuine and impostor
distributions, that grows as both distribtuions move apart and become more narrow. It tends to be more sensitive metric than EER
when distributions have a small intersection area.
Method
Octave frequency increase
Proposed

EER
0.0406
0.0373

d’
3.61
3.73

Table 1. Recognition accuracy evaluation results for different
iris feature extraction methods

One of the of the feature extraction methods, used in many successful commercial iris recognition systems, is based on extraction of a quantized phase from a response of complex Gabor filters applied to an image. The method was first proposed in work
(Daugman, 1993) and has since been subjected to various modifications (Si et al., 2012, Thornton et al., 2007). All of the related
methods use either several filters with octave frequency increase
or single filter with pre-defined parameters. The main advantage
of Gabor-based method applying in this case is in its ability to
construct band-pass filter with adjustable parameters. This property allows to set up a priori characteristics of analyzed object in
a frequency domain. Under non-ideal conditions with a presence
of correlated noise, caused by low-frequency difference in luminance, a higher recognition quality could be achieved with setting
up the fine band-pass filter through optimization of its parameters.
Moreover, conventionally, complex Gabor filters are considered
as whole but from fragility point of view it is beneficial to treat
its real (Re) and imaginary (Im) parts separately. It allows to
consider encoding as a way to obtain zero-crossing representation (Lee et al., 2013). Indeed, the previously introduced separation helps to find fragility thresholds (quantization thresholds)
for each part independently (Figure 2).
In this work the single-filter approach with pre-optimized parameters, different for Re and Im parts, is proposed. The following

The results in Table 1 show that the approach with optimized kernel for each Re and Im parts outperforms conventional method
using several filters with octave frequency increase.
2.2

Quantization

A quantization of extracted signal phase is the final step of iris
feature vector construction procedure (Figure 1). Initially, it’s
performed depending on sign of the phase (Daugman, 1993)
and all the elements are used for comparison. Further, in work
(Hollingsworth et al., 2009) was shown that not all quantized feature vector elements are equally relevant and introduced a concept of fragility. Fragility, in this particular case, means inconsistency of information stored in two or more feature vectors of
the same iris. Inconsistent elements could be determined either
from several or single frame. This work is focused on the singleframe approach. The most of the state-of-art works (Lee et al.,
2013, Hollingsworth et al., 2009) use constant pre-defined threshold value to classify vector elements into fragile and non-fragile,
while the threshold is the same for both Re and Im parts.
In this work an adaptive method for fragility thresholds determination on a single frame is proposed. The thresholds are different
for Re and Im parts and independent to each other (Figure 2).
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The algorithm of adaptive fragility threshold determination uses
reference threshold value TR preliminary obtained through optimization and could be described as follows:
1. Values in feature vector are sorted as F V = {min..max}
2. Target fragility threshold is determined as TF = F V [TR ∗
L], where L is a size of the feature vector (Figure 3)

Dataset
Subjects
Classes
Race
Eyes on image
Capturing distance range
Camera resolution

CASIA
411
819
Asian
one eye
15÷25 (cm)
640x480

Mobile
286
566
Asian & Caucas.
one eye
15÷35 (cm)
1280x720

Table 2. Mobile dataset specification
In this work the thresholds TR (Re) and TR (Im) are preoptimized independently on the training set using grid search.

Figure 2. Different fragility thresholds for Re and Im parts

Figure 4. Mobile dataset image examples
(Hollingsworth et al., 2009). The EER and d’ values are chosen for the evaluation. Proposed feature extraction is chosen as a
beseline method for comparison as showed the best results. The
testing results are present in Table 3.
Figure 3. Fragility thresholds determination

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1

Datasets description

Baseline
Hollingsworth
Proposed

CASIA
EER
d’
0.0373 3.73
0.0430 3.60
0.0370 3.85

Mobile
EER
d’
0.0048 7.62
0.0043 7.77
0.0040 8.01

Table 3. Quantization methods comparision

Proposed feature extraction pipeline, including feature extraction
and subsequent quantization, is tested on two different datasets
of iris images. One of them CASIA-IrisV3-Lamp is publicly
available and contains images captured under changing illumination level using hand-held iris sensor (Tan, 2010). Another used
dataset has been collected privately using a hand-held mobile device as well but under highly changing environmental conditions.
A specification of the dataset is present in Table 2. Some of the
image examples of mobile dataset are present in Figure 4. Parameters of Gabor filter as well as reference fragility thresholds (TR )
are pre-optimized for each dataset separately.
3.2

Dataset

Testing results

In order to evaluate performance of the proposed quantization method, it has been compared with prior art method

The results (Table 3) showed that proposed method surpasses all
the methods considered as a prior art by recognition accuracy on
both datasets.

4. CONSLUSIONS
A novel approach of iris feature vector construction is proposed
in this work. The approach consists of two steps: iris feature extraction using Gabor filtering with optimal parameters and quantization with separate preliminary optimized fragility thresholds
(Figure 1). The proposed method is compared with two prior art
methods on two different datasets of iris images and showed its
advantage and applicability not only for standalone but for mobile
iris biometric authentication systems as well.
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